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About This Game

Crayon Physics Deluxe is a 2D physics puzzle / sandbox game, in which you get to experience what it would be like if your
drawings would be magically transformed into real physical objects. Solve puzzles with your artistic vision and creative use of

physics.
Key features:

Awesome physics

Over 70 levels

Easy to use level editor

Rockets, ropes and hinges
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Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kloonigames
Publisher:
Kloonigames
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2009
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This game is good for people learing to drive but the physics are not very realistic and the game kept on crashing my windoes 10
comuter. Would only recomend for users without windows 10 and when the game is on sale.. I've enjoyed every Deus Ex game
up until now. This one literally doesn't work, it freezes repeatedly with no sign of a fix....I never asked for this.. its good it needs
more cars lile the cummins ford and a horn added in and add the nissan skyline an nissan gtr and drag cars. Dont waste your
time or money on this mess. Neat easy going doggy adventure.

Fine Puzzles.

It does seem like the end game\/sceen has been shorten down from what was originally planned.

All in all I enjoyed it.. Really well developed engine. Shame it has to run through steam since the payment system is a
nightmare. But a great engine nonetheless.

BEWARE:
If you cancel your subscription for CryEngine, it is a major pain to resubscribe and get it downloaded again. You have to jump
through quite a few hoops, and it takes a couple days.

So yes, I reccomend the software, but no I don't recommend steam, really wish this ran standalone and had a payment system
seperate from Steam.. Awesome game. It doesn't look like much first, but it's a lot of fun. Those references to all those movies
are stunning. The art style really fits the theme and the music is a blast, it's totally groovy. It's not alwas slappin', sometimes you
have to win an easy race or solve a small puzzle.

Now who the hell is the padre on the bicycle?. She's an old girl but she sure does have a great feel to her. Being a sporty type
aircraft fitted for both Civilian and Sport, it does have a wide range of features and has a great amount of detail, another
masterpiece by Lion heart and would highly recommend!. gr8 expansion pack for already hilarious game

10\/10. ITS A GOOD STARTING PACKAGE BUT WILL THE DEVELOPERS OFFER THE FOUNDERS MORE
ITEMS\/WEAPONS EXCLUSIVE FOR FOUNDERS ONLY OR AT LEAST A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF GEMS A MONTH
FOR LIFE FOR JUST BEING A FOUNDER? THE GAME IS AMAZING AND I WOULD LOVE IT IF FOUNDERS GOT
PERKS
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Only 3 puzzles can play them all in an hour. And development has been stopped so not more content :( Not worth the price tag..
I really hate to do a bad review, but this game (in my opinion anyway) was probably one of the worst games ive played in a long
time. Bad graphics\/gameplay, the sound would suddenly cut out, and the story\/ gamplay didnt make any sense.

I played it for a while and it just ended up crashing on me, which is just as well because I was not enjoying the
game\/experience anyway.
. -Made a village
-Assigned No one to defend it
-Wolves came and destoryed everything

On the flip side it's fun

Would rate str8 8\/8 m8. i bought this cheap looking for a game to buy over time for a bit but i ran into so much like
unresponsive controls and it just feels weird to play. This is one of the best game capture programs out there, and is definitely
worth $40.00. I constantly use it for my YouTube channel, and it hasn't failed me yet. I would purchase it over again.
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